Photofission enables a unique capability for the domain of non-chemical space propulsion. An ultra-intense laser enables the capacity to induce nuclear fission through the development of bremsstrahlung photons. A fundamental architecture and performance analysis of a photofission pulsed space propulsion system through the operation of an ultra-intense laser is presented. A historical perspective of previous conceptual nuclear fission propulsion systems is addressed. These applications use neutron derived nuclear fission; however, there is inherent complexity that has precluded further development. The background of photofission is detailed. The conceptual architecture of photofission pulsed space propulsion and fundamental performance parameters are established. The implications are the energy source and ultra-intense laser can be situated far remote from the propulsion system. Advances in supporting laser technologies are anticipated to increase the potential for photofission pulsed space propulsion. The fundamental performance analysis of the photofission pulsed space propulsion system indicates the architecture is feasible for further evaluation.
Introduction
Non-chemical alternatives for space propulsion offer substantially reduced propellant requirements by contrast to standard chemical propulsion. Non-chemical propulsion systems span the domain of nuclear reactions. For example, LeMoyne and Mastroianni have successfully demonstrated multiple configurations for the realm of positron antimatter propulsion through the implementation of ultra-intense lasers, such as applications for pulsed space propulsion [1] - [4] . The objective of the research is to present a nuclear pulsed space propulsion system that utilizes photofission as a mechanism for imparting thermal energy upon the propulsive fluid.
Nuclear fission offers another non-chemical propulsion system contingency. In general, nuclear fission involves the splitting of a nucleus into two separate nuclei of lesser atomic mass. The reaction is initiated by neutrons of sufficient energy to interact with the cross-section of a respective nucleus. For example, Equation (1) illustrates the nuclear fission reaction involving uranium-235 [5] [6] . 
There are many permutations of the byproducts of a nuclear fission reaction. Equation (1) demonstrates a typical nuclear fission reaction. The reaction involves a series of events. First a neutron of appropriate kinetic energy interacts with a uranium-235 nucleus. Then the nucleus splits into two lighter byproduct nuclei, such as krypton-92 and barium-141, with the additional yield of three highly thermal neutrons. The nuclear fission reactions release a considerable amount of energy, which can be approximated by the associated mass defect of the reaction [5] [6].
Historical Perspective of Nuclear Fission Derived Propulsion Systems
The concept for developing propulsion systems that apply nuclear reactions, such as fission, has been previously considered. During the 1960's Los Alamos National Laboratory of the United States of America advanced the research, development, test, and evaluation for the Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application (NERVA). The NERVA propulsion system features a fission nuclear reactor that provides an energy source to its propulsive fluid. Another associated Los Alamos National Laboratory endeavor that developed a prototype nuclear fission derived propulsion system named Kiwi was derived from Project Rover [7] [8] .
Another concept involving uncontrolled nuclear energy was proposed with Project Orion. The Project Orion concept involves the detonation of a series of pulsed nuclear explosions to propel a spacecraft. The nuclear detonations would involve the use of nuclear fission and/or nuclear fusion [9] .
There are many design issues implicit with these two strategies that incorporate uncontrolled nuclear reactions, such as Project Orion, and controlled nuclear energy, such as the NERVA and Project Rover. With respect to the Project Orion concept the danger of implementation is quite apparent. The intrinsic space ignited nuclear detonations must first be transported from a terrestrial setting to an orbital environment. Launch vehicle systems entail the inherent risk of exploding during launch. Encapsulating a payload to a launch vehicle consisting of an assembled or partially assembled nuclear bomb proposed in Project Orion would imply significant risk with regards to accidental nuclear detonation and the associated electromagnetic pulse throughout a wide span of the terrestrial flight path footprint.
Regarding the relatively safer controlled nuclear fission propulsion system, such as the NERVA, there is still an issue with controlling the nuclear fission reaction in a mass efficient manner. Typical nuclear reactors require cadmium, carbon, and/or heavy water (deuterium prevalent water) to moderate the neutron flux [10] . Heavy water, which is utilized by the Canadian-invented CANDU reactor, permits the moderation of neutrons and thermal regulation with tandem use of standard light water [11] . The implication of these multiple materials needed to moderate neutron flux for a conventional nuclear fission architecture inherently negatively impacts a propulsion system in terms of mass and complexity.
Photofission Derived Propulsion, a New Perspective
An alternative to utilizing neutron derived nuclear fission is the use of photofission as a mechanism to induce nuclear fission of a heavy nucleus. Photofission incorporates the use of ultra-intense lasers on the order of approximately 10 20 W/cm 2 [12] - [14] . The phenomenon involves the generation of high energy electrons, bremsstrahlung photons, and nuclear interactions [13] . Previous architectures for positron-antimatter propulsion, which is a subset of non-chemical nuclear propulsion, advocating the role of ultra-intense lasers of roughly 10 20 W/cm 2 have been presented by LeMoyne and Mastroianni [1] - [4] . Photofission applications have even been reduced to tabletop laser configurations [14] . The advantage of photofission is the inherent means of activating the fission event. Photofission is activated by an ultra-intense laser system rather than a neutron source. This paradigm shift involves commencement and sustained process of fission events to occur based on the controllable activity of the laser operation, instead of a difficult to regulate neutron flux. The inherent materials associated with neutron moderation could be consolidated. The energy source and ultra-intense laser can be remotely situated from the propulsion system. A photofission derived propulsion system would have the inherent advantages of high energy density and controllable energy yield. As an advantage to traditional nuclear fission strategies, the photofission derived propulsion system would also have reduced system complexity and mass. The envisioned photofission propulsion system would incorporate a pulsed space propulsion configuration with hydrogen as the propulsive fluid.
Background of Photofission
Photofission primarily differs from traditional nuclear fission with regards to the activating mechanism of the nuclear fission event. Rather than a neutron source, high energy gamma radiation excites the nucleus for a pending fission event, therefore the term photofission. For gamma radiation that is bound within the giant dipole resonance of the nucleus, deformation of the nucleus due to oscillatory motion occurs. Such deformation of the nucleus enables Coulomb repulsions to transcend strong nuclear force inducing fission [15] .
Photofission is commenced by interaction between the nucleus and bremsstrahlung photons. The bremsstrahlung photons for inducing photofission have been attributed to a minimum threshold, such as approximately 5 -6 MeV [15] [16] . Ultra-intense lasers on the order of approximately 10 20 W/cm 2 have produced bremsstrahlung photons through the generation of laser initiated plasma. During 2000, two institutions with ultra-intense lasers systems achieved the objective of laser induced photofission [12] - [14] . The accomplishment was achieved using the NOVA laser of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory with a yield of 7 × 10 4 fissions of uranium-238 per joule of laser energy [13] [14] . The VULCAN laser of Rutherford Appleton Laboratory produced a yield of 2 × 10 4 fissions of uranium-238 per joule of laser energy [12] [14] . Another configuration incorporating a tabletop laser capable of attaining ultra-intense laser thresholds yielded 10 4 fissions per joule of laser energy with uranium-238 also as a target [14] .
Schwoerer et al. applied a tabletop laser for the photofission of actinides. The experiments were conducted using a Jena 15 TW laser, which incorporates titanium-sapphire, chirped pulse amplification, and a maximum energy threshold of 1.2 J within the duration of 80 fs, and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. A laser intensity of 10 20 W/cm 2 is feasible in consideration of the laser beam's temporal quality that enables pulses to be targeted to an area less than 5 μm 2 [14] . The laser beam is targeted on to an intermediary material of two sheets of tantalum before the uranium-238 target. The first tantalum sheet is 50 μm thick. At the first sheet a hot plasma is generated. The second tantalum sheet is 1 mm thick. The second thicker sheet functions as a bremsstrahlung converter, as electrons accelerated from the plasma of the first sheet collide with the second sheet [14] .
A notable advantage of photofission is that demonstration experiments have been conducted using target isotopes that are naturally occurring and relatively abundant. For example, photofission has been conducted using thorium, the natural isotopes of uranium, and even lead [17] [18] . The implications of this diversity of potential candidates for photofission are that time consuming and resource intensive endeavors, such as isotope separation, are not necessary for the viable photofission of heavy nuclei.
The characterization of the mass yield distribution for photofission of uranium-238 is still an active and evolveing subject [19] . In order to derive performance parameters for a pulsed space propulsion system, the energy yield for photofission of uranium-238 is approximated to the equivalence of neutron induced fission of uranium-235, which has been thoroughly characterized over course of a half century of experimental physics. The approximate energy yield per fission event of uranium-235 is 200 MeV [5] .
Conceptual Architecture of Photofission Pulsed Space Propulsion
Pulsed space propulsion has been advocated as a practical implementation of various classes of non-chemical propulsion. For example, radioisotope decay pulsed space propulsion and positron antimatter pulsed space propulsion have been demonstrated from a conceptual architecture and fundamental performance analysis perspective. Pulsed space propulsion systems are relevant for the scope of the primary maneuvering and attitude control of small spacecraft. Propulsive fluid is progressively heated until a prescribed thermal threshold is attained for active propulsion. Contrary to steady state propulsion, the radioactive loads imparted by pulsed space propulsion are considerably reduced, mitigating adverse influence of ambient radiation [2] [20] [21] .
The photofission space propulsion system incorporates a pulsed propulsion configuration. Thermal energy accumulated by photofission events heats the propulsive fluid to a prescribed thermal threshold. Upon achieving the thermal threshold, the photofission pulsed space propulsion system becomes active for generating thrust.
A critical design issue is the selection of the propulsive fluid. Vulpetti advocated a liquid propellant thermal antimatter engine (LIPTHANE). LIPTHANE incorporates xenon as its fluid for heat conversion given the high cross-section of xenon with regards to radiation [22] . Xenon is incorporated into non-chemical applications, such as electric propulsion. However, xenon has a considerable atomic mass, especially when compared to hydrogen. Traditional rocket systems can improve their performance, such as specific impulse, through incorporating hydrogen fuel rich mixture ratios. Respective of performance analysis relations, a lower molecular weight is correlated with a higher performance in terms of specific impulse [23] [24] .
The selected propulsive fluid for the photofission pulsed space propulsion system is hydrogen. Two scenarios for the hydrogen propulsion strategy are considered for performance analysis, such as only hydrogen and hydrogen with a tungsten plate for high cross section of radiation absorption to supplement the heating of hydrogen. LeMoyne and Mastroianni have successfully demonstrated both of these configurations from a performance perspective for ultra-intense laser derived antimatter propulsion [2] .
A representative preliminary configuration of the photofission pulsed space propulsion system is presented by the experimental methods of Schwoerer et al. An ultra-intense laser targets two sheets of tantalum as intermediary before the objective target of uranium-238. The first tantalum sheet is 50 μm thick and the second 1mm thick. The first sheet generates a hot plasma, and the second sheet emits bremsstrahlung photons that interact with the uranium-238 nuclei producing photofission [14] . Each photofission event progressively advances the thermal load of the hydrogen fluid for a pulsed propulsion configuration.
Fundamental Analysis and Performance Results
The objective of the fundamental analysis for the photofission pulsed space propulsion system is to enable the perspective of preliminary proof of concept. As photofission becomes a better characterized phenomena, more sophisticated analyses can be applied. As previously defined, each photofission event is approximated to release 200 MeV of energy [5] . 7 × 10 4 fissions per joule of ultra-intense laser are incorporated to scale the laser requirements [13] [14] . An energy balance is derived to reach a 2000 K thermal threshold for the hydrogen fluid. The steady state performance parameters of the photofission pulsed space propulsion system are then derived.
Prior to commencing photofission the propulsive fluid is approximated to be 300 K. More advanced analysis techniques can later be applied to determine more representative reference temperatures for spacecraft. Table 1 summarizes the conditions of a closed chamber scenario. Table 2 presents the tungsten and hydrogen material properties.
The energy balance for the number of photofission events is defined by Equation (2) . Based on experimentation 7 × 10 4 fissions per joule of laser energy with uranium-238 as a target is assumed. Based on the intrinsic assumptions each photofission event yields 2.2 × 10 −6 kJ per kJ of ultra-intense laser activity. The chamber is assumed to be adiabatic. The photofission pulsed space propulsion system utilizes a closed chamber of hydrogen for propulsive fluid, which is heated by photofission. A pulse of thrust is generated after the hydrogen temperature reaches a threshold of 2000 K. Heat addition on the scale of 356 kJ is required to achieve this threshold. The supporting ultraintense laser systems would require an energy source of 1.6 × 10 8 kJ in order to produce a sufficient quantity of photofission events to heat the hydrogen propulsive fluid to 2000 K.
A 0.1 kg plate of tungsten that provides enhanced cross-section for absorbing the photofission energy is incorporated in the alternative configuration. The tungsten plate necessitates an additional 31 kJ of photofission derived heat addition for a total requirement of 387 kJ. With respect to the contingency configuration 1.7 × 10 8 kJ of ultra-intense laser energy are required for a hydrogen temperature of 2000 K.
The performance parameters of the photofission pulsed space propulsion system are derived through steady state fundamental propulsion analysis. Both propulsion configurations incorporate 10 grams of hydrogen with a corresponding pressure of 30 atm and a temperature of 2000 K. Therefore, their propulsion performance attributes are equivalent. A mass flow of 1 gram/second is applied, which is representative of previous work by LeMoyne and Mastroianni [2] [20] . Isentropic analysis is applied for the steady state phase of the expansion through the nozzle to derive specific impulse.
: Specific impulse The isentropic analysis assumes the propulsive fluid is expanding into a space environment. Therefore, the exhaust pressure is assumed negligible. The photofission pulsed space propulsion system supported by an ultraintense laser produces a thrust of 10 N and a specific impulse of 1019 seconds.
The photofission pulsed space propulsion concept enables the decoupling of the energy source and the propulsion system. For example, the energy source could be from a terrestrial position, such as a nuclear reactor linked to an ultra-intense laser, and the propulsion system could be integrated with a distant spacecraft. Given the inherent feature of the laser, the propulsion system could be astronomically remote, such as 3 AU or even 30 AU, from the Earth bound terrestrial power system and ultra-intense laser. Preliminary test and evaluation could be attempted with the experimental procedures of Cowan et al., Ledingham et 
Feasibility of Photofission Pulsed Space Propulsion
The objective of the conceptual architecture is to present the characteristics of a pulsed propulsion system from a fundamental performance analysis perspective. Other ultra-intense laser applications for advanced propulsion configurations, such as the pulsed positron antimatter space propulsion system by LeMoyne and Mastroianni, push the boundaries of the state of the art [2] . With the rampant evolutionary trends, the attributes of ultra-intense laser technology are expected to considerably improve. Advanced regenerative cooling systems may be necessary to ameliorate the extreme thermal loads applied to the target materials during ultra-intense laser pulsing. Regenerative cooling technologies have been successfully applied to other classes of rocket propulsion [24] .
Other space propulsion configurations have been conceptually defined, such as the laser propelled light sail, which uses a laser beam to enable propulsion [26] . Some of these systems have advocated continuous power budgets on the order of 1 PW, which are comparable to the capacity of all civilization [27] [28] . Laser propelled light sails require years of focused targeting. Even in light of the substantial power budgets, they have been published under the scope of future technology applications [29] .
Conclusions
A photofission pulsed space propulsion system architecture is presented and advocated from the perspective of preliminary fundamental performance analysis. Nuclear fission presents considerable opportunity in light of the amount of energy released per fission event. Historically there have been multiple attempts to apply nuclear fission in the context of a propulsion system. However, these attempts have been limited by complexity, such as controlling the inherent neutron flux. Photofission enables a unique capability of a more controlled form of nuclear fission. Ultra-intense lasers can elicit photofission with an intermediate material, such as tantalum, and a pending uranium target. Photofission has been demonstrated from an assortment of heavy nuclei candidates, such as thorium, lead, and naturally occurring isotopes of uranium. A pulsed space propulsion configuration has been demonstrated with regards to fundamental performance analysis using hydrogen as a propulsive fluid and an alternate configuration integrating a tungsten plate. Both configurations demonstrated the capacity to heat hydrogen to a temperature of 2000 K. Using steady state conditions for isentropic relations a thrust of 10 N and a specific impulse of 1019 seconds were determined.
A major design observation is the decoupling of the energy source and the propulsive system. The energy source and laser can potentially be terrestrially positioned with the respective photofission pulsed space propulsion system situated in a deep space context. Future configuration advances should address the extreme thermal loading about the ultra-intense laser target with advanced cooling techniques. Laser technologies are highly anticipated to rapidly advance enabling capabilities for the domain of photofission pulsed space propulsion.
